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Abstract—Based on our previous work in modeling and 

numerical simulations that shows the transfer efficiency of a 

silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide corner mirror (WCM) 

structure can achieve 95%, this paper experimentally 

demonstrates the optical loss advantage of SOI WCMs over 

waveguide curves. Both the numerical simulations and FDTD 

simulations further confirm the sustainable results of more than 

94% and then the manufactured devices give a 0.30dB average 

optical loss in experiments. In contrary, the testing results of 

waveguide curves show that the optical propagation loss rates of 

30 and 10dB/cm require the bending radii to be 0.5 and 2.0mm, 

respectively. 

 

Index Terms— Silicon-on-insulator waveguide, waveguide 

corner mirror, waveguide curve, optical loss.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

    Based on the mature microelectronic infrastructure, 

micro/nano-scale silicon photonic manufacturing 

technologies are also gradually becoming mature in the past 

years and attracting the increasing interests in industrial 

applications so that micro/nano-scale integrated silicon based 

optoelectronics and photonics have been forming a new 

essential branch of next-generation optical communications 

and computer systems [1], [2]. As a consequence, 

silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguides and some special 

structures have been adopted as a promising platform for an 

implementation of large-scale photonic integrated circuits 

(PIC) chips [2], [3].  The illustrative SOI-PIC components 

that have had significant progresses in device performance 

and applications include Fabry-Perot (F-P) micro-cavity and 

micro-ring based wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) 

components, modulators, switches and lasers [4]-[8]. For the 

high-performance SOI based PIC components, the 

ultra-small bending radii and even the corner mirror structure 

are preferred. Thus, in this case, the rib waveguides based 

sharp-bending and waveguide corner mirror (WCM) 

structures have more attractive interests because of their 
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possible high optical transfer efficiencies for implementing 

highly integrated photonic circuits [9]-[15]. 

     

As early as in 1985, as a starting work of the WCM 

structure, Ogusu reported a trend with a basic discussion that 

the transmission efficiency of a waveguide corner structure is 

determined by waveguide structure and dimensions [9], and 

in 1991 Chung and Degli gave a relatively systematic 

analysis to the transfer efficiency of the WCM structure from 

the confinement of guided-mode in waveguides with both 

theoretical studies and experimental results [10]. Then, from 

2002 to 2006 many research works involved the progresses of 

the WCM structures having micrometer and sub-micrometer 

dimensions that lead to an improvement of transfer efficiency 

[11]-[14]. In 2009, we gave a fully systematic theoretical 

model for studying the total internal reflection (TIR) 

characteristics of WCM structure by considering a combined 

effect of several dominant aspects [15]. In this article, we first 

strengthen the transfer efficiency of SOI-WCM structure 

with numerical and full-definite time-domain (FDTD) 

simulations and then we give the fabricated devices of 1x1 

WCM structure having several rib waveguide dimensions 

and the corresponding waveguide curves in Section II. In 

Section III, we test optical loss performances of both the 

fabricated WCM structures and waveguide curves, and then 

give the necessary analyses for the optical loss characteristics 

of the WCM structure. In Section IV, we give our 

conclusions. 

II. DEVICE CONCEPTS AND SIMULATION 

VERIFICATIONS FOR WCM STRUCTURE 

A. Device Concepts and Theoretical Background Recall 

For SOI-rib micro-scale WCM structure having a 

single-mode input waveguide and a single-mode output 

waveguide, the perspective view and top view of device are 

shown in Figure 1(a) and 1(b), respectively, and Figure 1(c) 

is the cross-sectional view of the SOI-rib waveguide used in 

this device structure. As shown in Fig. 1(a), a WCM structure 

transfers an optical beam from an input waveguide channel to 

an output waveguide channel at an about 90o corner angle, 

where   and 


 are half a corner-angle of the WCM 

structure and the tilt-angle of reflecting interface, 

respectively. 
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Figure 1: Schematic waveguide corner mirror (WCM) 

structure with physical definitions on silicon-on-insulator 

(SOI) waveguide platform: (a) the perspective view of WCM 

structure; (b) the 2D view of 1x1 WCM structure; and (c) the 

cross-sectional view of SOI rib waveguide, where  is half a 

corner angle, i.e., incident (or reflection) angle,  is the 

tilt-angle of reflecting interface of the WCM structure, and in 

the SOI rib waveguide, t is the silicon film thickness, h is the 

rib height and Wr is the channel width 

As shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), D  is the perpendicular 

distance between the reflecting interface and the intersecting 

point of input and output waveguide channels, which is used 

to compensate for the Goos-Hanchen shift in the total internal 

reflection (TIR) process of an optical beam [15].  As shown 

in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), the refractive index of waveguide core 

material Si is 1n  and the refractive index of cladding material 

SiO2 is 2n , and the rib width of waveguides is rW . 

    As we know, the reflective process of an optical beam is 

schematically presented in Fig. 1(b), and finally we have the 

reflection efficiency as [15] 
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where )]2/cos(2(exp[  monkF −=  is the surface roughness 

induced light decay coefficient if   denotes the roughness 

of the reflecting interface, ),( rrr yxE  and ),(0 rr yxE  are the 

transverse electric fields of the reflected beam at reflecting 

interface and the fundamental mode in the output waveguide, 

respectively. 

   Our previous research shows that the effective width of the 

channel waveguide has an important influence on the optical 

transfer efficiency of the optical modal field at its reflecting 

interface of WCM structure and a rib waveguide structure can 

be equivalently changed to a channel waveguide where the 

effective width of the equivalent channel waveguide depends 

on the structure of rib waveguide [15]. The effective width of 

the modal field is defined by 
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Further, if we only consider TE-mode, the Goos-Hanchen 

shift of reflected beam in this WCM structure is expressed as 
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B. Background Recall for Numerical Simulations and 

FDTD Verification 

For the optical transfer efficiency of SOI-rib waveguide 

based WCM structures, our previous work has shown [15] 

a. The tilt angle 


 of reflecting surface for the TIR 

process in WCM has an impact upon the transfer 

efficiency of WCM structure, but it is ignorable when it 

is smaller than 1. 

b. The roughness   of reflecting surface has an impact 

on the transfer efficiency of WCM structure, but it is 

ignorable when it is smaller than 100Å. 

c. The Goos-Hanchen shift at the TIR surface has a critical 

influence on the optical transfer efficiency of this 

structure, namely, the transfer efficiency of WCM can 

reach its highest value only when the effective 

reflecting point of optical beam is designed at the 

Goos-Hanchen shift surface of about -0.15m. 

d. For an optimal SOI-based WCM structure having a 

tilt-angle 


 of <1o, the numerical simulations show a 

highest optical transfer efficiency of >95% and FDTD 

simulations show a highest optical transfer efficiency of 

94%. 

e. A unique characteristic of the WCM structure is that the 

polarization dependence of optical transfer efficiency 

can be controllable with an appropriate selection of the 

Goos-Hanchen shift. 

Figure 2 shows the FDTD simulation results of 

three-dimensional propagation process of E field strength of 

optical beam through a WCM structure with the rib 

waveguide having a 2.0m rib width and 0.5m rib height on 

the 1.5m thick silicon film of SOI substrate, where (a) 

shows the three-dimensional style monitoring for optical 

beam propagation and (b) shows the single-mode profile 

observed at the output end port of the WCM structure, which 

further verifies the theoretical model and numerical values of 

optical transfer efficiency of the WCM structure for this 

work. 
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Figure 2: FDTD simulation for the SOI-based rib 

waveguide WCM structure where the rib height and width are 

designed as 0.5m and 2.0m, respectively: (a) the 

perspective optical beam propagation in an SOI-based WCM 

structure and (b) the 3-D profile of single-mode observed at 

the output end of WCM structure 

At 1550nm wavelength and TE-polarization, in this work 

by setting the thickness of silicon film t as 1.5m and the 

height of rib as 0.5m, with equations (1) through (3) we 

repeat the numerical simulations for the optical intensity 

transfer efficiencies of WCM structure with respect to the rib 

width of 1.5-4.0m and then verify that the optical transfer 

efficiencies of WCM structure is around 94% (0.27dB optical 

loss) with FDTD simulations. 

 
Figure 3: Layouts and distributions of two designed and 

fabricated structures: (a) the micro-photo of 1x1 

double-corner WCM structure with 5 shifts and (b) the SEM 

photo of a corner structure; (c) the micro-photo of curved 

waveguides with 5 radii 

We design and manufacture device structures – the 1x1 

WCM structures and the curved waveguides, and each 

structure covers 6 rib widths of waveguides: 1.5-, 2.0-, 2.5-, 

3.0-, 3.5- and 4.0-m as shown in Fig. 3, where (a) and (b) 

illustratively show the micro-photos of 1x1 WCM structure 

and the curved waveguides, respectively, for the rib width of 

2.0-m, and the enlarged SEM photo of the corner mirror 

area is also attached to Fig. 3(a). In total, the five patterns of 

1x1 WCM structure shown in Fig. 3(a) cover the 5 different 

values of Goos-Hanchen shift: m0.0D = , m07.0D =  and 

m14.0D =  to correspond with 5 relative locations of real 

reflecting surface of optical beam when the mirror material is 

set as SiO2. As shown in Fig. 3(b), in total five designs of 

curved waveguides cover 5 different bending radii of 

500-2000m from the bottom to top. 

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Experimental Setup 

In accordance with our optimal designs for the WCM 

structure on the micron scale SOI substrate, we fabricated our 

devices in Canadian Photonics Fabrication Centre (CPFC), 

we design an experimental setup for testing the optical loss 

performance of fabricated waveguides and WCM structures 

with SOI-PIC technology as shown in Fig. 4, where a tunable 

laser at C+L bands, single-mode (SM) fibers and polarization 

maintaining (PM) fibers, a waveguide-fiber 

coupling/aligning station consisting of input stage, 

chip-carrying stage and output stage, a polarizer at signal 

input side and a polarization tester at signal output side, a 

focusing lens, a photo-detector (PD) and a 

displaying/analyzing system, where an infrared CCD camera 

for observing the output mode is also set (it is not drawn in 

this figure) before reading the values of optical output signals 

with the photo-detector. For the optical signal in the testing 

process of SOI-based rib waveguides and WCM structures, 

the polarization state is implemented with the two operations: 

(i) set the polarizer at the TE-state of optical signal, then 

launch the TE-polarized optical signal into a straight 

waveguide, finally adjust the polarization tester to obtain the 

highest output optical power value on a photo-detector; (ii) 

analyze the optical output signal on a Luna-system where the 

ratios of TE- and TM-polarization states can be separately 

displayed to judge the polarization state of optical signal. 

 

 
Figure 4: Schematic setup for testing the optical loss 

properties of SOI waveguides and WCM structures 
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With the detailed tests and analyses for both the stability 

and background noise of the experimental setup, a 

background stability of about 0.05dB is estimated for all the 

measured values of optical losses. 

B. The Testing Results and Analysis 

For both the 1x1 WCM structure and curved waveguide, 

we fabricate 6 different rib widths: 1.5-, 2.0-, 2.5-, 3.0-, 3.5-, 

and 4.0-m. In this testing, our purpose is to test the optical 

loss values of curved waveguides and WCM structures, so it 

is most important to read the highest precision data of 

measured optical losses caused by DUT. Our measuring 

method includes four aspects: (i) the average optical 

propagation loss rate of straight rib waveguides with a 

cut-back method; (ii) the excess optical loss of WCM 

structures and (iii) the optical bending loss of curved rib 

waveguides. At 1550nm wavelength, the average measured 

optical propagation rates of linear rib waveguides (1.5-4.0m) 

are around 0.8-1.2dB/cm for both TE- and TM-modes as the 

background values of optical loss measurements of the 

corresponding WCM structures and curved waveguides. 

 

 
Figure 5: Testing results of two designed and fabricated 

structures for 6 rib widths at 1550nm wavelength for both 

TE- and TM-modes: (a) the 1x1 WCM structure with 5 

different shifts and (b) the waveguide curves with 5 different 

radii, where the inset of each figure is a typical optical output 

mode of this structure 

Then, at 1550nm wavelength we obtain the systematical 

testing results of optical loss of these two structures for both 

TE- and TM-polarizations as shown in Fig. 5, where (a) 

shows the optical loss of 1x1 WCM structure for all the 6 rib 

widths of waveguides and (b) shows the dependence of 

optical propagation loss rates on the bending radius for all the 

6 rib-widths of waveguides curves. Note from Fig. 5(a) that 

the average excess optical loss of 1x1 WCM structure is 0.28 

and 0.32dB for TE- and TM-polarization, respectively, 

namely, the average polarization dependent loss (PDL) is 

around 0.04dB. In fact, this PDL value of 0.04dB can only be 

used to estimate the possible PDL value because of the 

0.05dB stability of experimental setup. Note from Fig. 5(b) 

that the optical propagation loss rate of a curved waveguide 

strongly depends on the bending radius. 

When the radius is around 0.5mm, the optical propagation 

loss rate is around 30dB/cm for all the 6 rib widths of 

waveguides, and even when the radius is increased to 2.0mm, 

the optical propagation loss rates of these curved waveguides 

are around 10dB/cm. In fact, as mentioned above, with 

straight waveguides and cut-back method, we have obtained 

that the optical propagation loss rates of the straight 

waveguides in the rib-width range of 1.5-4.0m are at the 

range of 0.8-1.2dB/cm. So, we conclude the bending 

structures of SOI waveguides really cause an impressively 

extra optical loss based on the optical propagation loss of 

straight waveguides, then the relatively large radii must be 

adopted to yield to the waveguide bending caused extra 

optical propagation loss in the designs of real SOI-PIC 

devices. Thus, such large radii of curved waveguides must 

lead to the much larger circuit layout than the counterpart of 

WCM structure in the design of a variety of PIC devices. To 

the contrary, the excess optical loss of each WCM structure is 

fixed around 0.3dB, which is significantly conducive to the 

complicated designs of SOI-PIC devices in several aspects 

such as compressing the layout size, reducing the optical 

on-chip loss budget and improving the performance 

uniformity. In addition, in Fig. 5(b) the bigger values of the 

bending caused excess optical propagation loss values make 

the polarization dependence of optical propagation loss rates 

ignorable in device designs. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This work executes an experimental verification of our 

previous work in theoretical modeling and numerical 

simulations, so it strongly demonstrates the combinative 

effect of the accurate modeling and systematical simulations 

of WCM structure in guiding the device design and 

fabrication with SOI-rib waveguide technology at first. Then, 

it has experimentally verified the effectiveness of the WCM 

structure in reducing the circuit layout size and complexity 

compared with the waveguide curves, leading to the higher 

integrity and uniformity of SOI-PIC devices. As a sequence, 

this work has demonstrated the advanced characteristics of 

SOI-PIC based WCM structure and WCM-based 

components in both optical performance and their substantial 

applications in future silicon photonic networks-on-chip 

(NoC). 
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